
Dear Chairman Huebert, 

 

In 2010 I took my daughter in to get her first flu shot. She was nine months old. A couple days later she 

started going unconsciousness, her lips were turning purple. I remember talking with 911 my options 

were to wait for an ambulance or drive to the children’s hospital myself. As she was going unconscious 

again in my arms I chose to drive. When we arrived at the hospital, they took her straight back she 

started going unconscious again while nurses and a doctor was rushing in while I ran out as my emotions 

got the best of me. She ended up being admitted for two nights. They couldn’t figure out what was 

causing it. The second night we were there another baby came in with the same issue we ended up 

sharing a room for the second night. We got to go home the next day. They still weren’t for sure what 

was causing it.  

When our niece was battling brain cancer the floor, she was on in the hospital had a sign that said if you 

were your recently vaccinated with a live vaccine you were not allowed in. Why because the possibility 

of shedding. 

August 2016, we took our second child in for her one-year shots. She received six vaccines that day. 

When we got in the room the lady handed me the sheets told me to hold the baby still, seemed angry 

when I asked questions. I was not given time to read the sheets. I remember my whole-body screaming 

run, but I didn’t listen to my gut I did as I was told. That day our daughter stopped talking a week later 

she started getting chronic ear infections. When I told the doctor, what happened she said it was 

normal, then laughed in my face while trying to get me to sign a form. It took us down the rabbit hole. 

Our daughter started talking again nine months later, she is behind, but we have faith she will fully catch 

up.  

Once down the rabbit hole I learned about the vaccine adverse reporting system and how most doctors 

don’t seem to know about it or use it. I read vaccine interests and am concerned with the fact they are 

removing sections, the so-called safety test are against other vaccines, no placebo, the side effects, the 

ingredients and section 13.1 where they admit they don’t know if it causes cancer. I then learned about 

our vaccine injury compensation program that has paid out over 4.2 billion since 1988 for vaccine injury 

and death. The 1986 act that gave pharma liability free from childhood vaccines. If I wouldn’t put my kid 

in a car seat that the manufacturer was protected from default why would I want something injected 

into my child where they manufacturer are not held responsible?  

 

Sincerely, 

 

A concerned mom from Independence KS  
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